DEVELOPING A COVID READY RESUME
A CASE STUDY

Introduction
Hiring all over the world is in full swing, so are the job-seekers, but there are only a few
who are going the right way with the right Resume. Getsetresumes, being one of the top
resume writing companies in India, is helping clients getting their dream jobs with CVs
that are Covid ready and reach the interview table. In the last few months, we have
developed numerous resumes, that seamlessly covered job gaps, and highlighted
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the ends meet. The job market

Over 119 million Indians lost
their jobs, including
entrepreneurs and salaried
workers. In contrast,
agriculture saw an addition
of five percent from farmers
as compared to the fiscal
year 2020.

almost a year of shut-down, the

hit one of its worst lows ever,
and the competition for a single
position grew many-fold. After

economy is opening up, industry
giants are hiring, but
employment seekers are still
higher than ever. In such a
scenario, few questions pop up

How we transformed Ramesh’s Resume
About Ramesh: Ramesh is a software tester with about 8 years of experience. He has
worked on multiple projects and has both on-site and off-shore experience across



What about my career
gap?



Will I get my desired job?



Are my skills still

relevant?

multiple geographies. He was laid off in Apr. 2020, as his employer was going through a
cost-cutting process. After multiple failed attempts at job hunting, he came to us in
November 2020, to get his resume tailored. Through our initial discussion with him, he
laid out multiple tasks for us:


Presenting his career gap effectively



Making the resume ATS friendly



Conveying his strengths and his ability to generate results



Providing his new resume before an approaching application deadline

To deliver as per Ramesh’s expectations, we simultaneously worked on content and the
format.

NOW IS THE TIME
This is the right time to start
applying for your dream job. If
you are wondering about how to
create a resume in these testing
times, here is how we helped a
client who was laid off during the
pandemic,
by
completely
revamping his resume

Appropriate use of graphics
We noticed that Ramesh had a progressive and
consistent

career,

and

decided

to

present this

graphically. The idea was to convey his dedication to the
role. The timeline was placed on the very first page to
catch the reader’s eye

We added some graphic elements to break the
monotony of the text.

An impactful opening page
We focused on portraying the impact of his work, rather than listing down what he did.
Instead of following a usual format with a summary and skill set, we created a
comprehensive page directed towards showcasing


What he has achieved so far



What he is seeking



What skills he developed during the gap period



The geographies he covered

We achieved these with the help of a very specific yet detailed headline, thoughtfully created sections,
and strategic placement of data provided by the client
Summary: The ATS optimized summary provided the much-needed context about Ramesh’s profile and situation,
simultaneously putting forth skills, impact, and experience. It also includes key highlights like location, certifications, and
job-specific keywords
The career gap: The most crucial aspect of this resume is broken down to what Ramesh did and what he learned from it
for the recruiter. Thus portraying how Ramesh has built himself for the new job market in blockchain technology while
strengthening his foothold over testing

The Experience Section
It is the section where you can convey how resourceful you were for your employer. This
section generally includes figures, however, we had to optimize it as per Rakesh’s profile.
To start with we included all the basic aspects:


Job Title



Dates Employed



Employer and location



Responsibilities



Keywords

IN A NUTSHELL

Let’s dig deeper:

 Using an apt
format to convey
the strengths



 Don’t miss out on
personal details

Job Title, Dates Employed, Employer, and Location: Not giving a lot of space to the
section, we summed up the details in two lines, using formatting tools to set them apart.
We followed reverse chronological order so that the reader can relate to the timeline
we provided above.



Responsibilities and Keywords: It was important for us to make sure that recruiters get
the magnitude of Rakesh's work at a glance. We, therefore, stuck to precise one-liner
bullet points.

 Be clear about
the role you are
seeking
 Effectively utilize
formatting tools
 Cut off the fluff
 Highlight impact
 Map present skills
with job
requirements



Did we forget the Competencies section?
We didn’t!
The core competencies section also called the skillset section, is the most precise yet
informative part of the resume. It not only plays an important role in improving ATS
visibility but is also an effective use of space.


Pro tip

nature, they include communication, presentation, decision making, empathy,
coordination n and more. These are immune to industry trends and help you

Before preparing the

throughout your career

skills section of the
resume, check the job
description, and pick
relevant keywords from
there.

Soft skills: Soft skills are not industry-specific. Transferable and universal in



Hard skills: These are specific abilities acquired through education or profession.
They are different across industries and evolve with time. One needs to be
updated with them as per changes in industry requirements

Coming back to Ramesh's case, we picked the most relevant ones and strategically
placed them before detailing his experience, thereby summarizing what he brings to
the table.

EDUCATION
This cannot be missed, even if you are one of the key decision-makers of your company. It chiefly contains


Degree



School



Marks



Year of completion



Academic Achievements

Apart from the basic information, you can also include certifications, technical skills, courses, licensures, and
training

What we followed for Ramesh’s Resume
Note
His recent courses were of more importance than his formal college education.

What’s in?

Education is not the heart
of the resume for senior
professionals, information




We created a brief section, missed out on details like score and year because they are

like scores and high

not relevant

school details can be

Clubbed certifications and technical skills to the education

completely removed

Where?


Placed it above the career section to draw attention to important courses and technical
skills

The final Resume was a complete transformation from the client's original one. The post-covid version was more resultoriented, specific, and attractive. Continuous consultations with the client to understand his expectations and effective use
of language and design elements for the resume led the client to get his dream job in a congested market.

